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This paper presents work done to utilize RADARSAT-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data to reconstruct 3-D of coastal water front. The velocity bunching model was used to extract the significant wave height from RADARSAT-1 SAR, while the Volterra model was used to model the front movements. B-spline also was implemented to reconstruct the front into 3-D. This study shows that the integration between velocity bunching, Volterra models and B-spline can be used as geomatica tool for 3-D front reconstruction.
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INTRODUCTION

An ocean front is a boundary separating two masses into water of different densities, and is the primary cause of gradient change of physical ocean properties. The water masses that are separated by a front, usually differ in temperature and salinity. Fronts occur on a wide range of scales, starting with those formed within an estuary between inflowing water and the estuary water. Other fronts are found on the continental shelf, separating a zone from coastal water from oceanic water or stratified water masse from one which is vertically mixed. Fronts also occur on a large-scale in the deep ocean, between water masses of different properties. The boundary between warm, salty subtropical waters and Antarctic waters was found in all three ocean basins. A commonly used criterion is that it is found at the latitude at which the salinity at a depth of 100 m drops below 34.9 practical salinity units. The essential feature of a front bordering a plume is the density difference between water on the two sides of it but other features are often present, enabling it to be detected visually. There is often a colour difference between water masses, arising from a greater concentration of phytoplankton or suspended particles in one than the other. The front itself is frequently marked by a line of foam or floating debris. Bowman and Iverson (1978) stated that the foam line is located at the surface convergence, the detritus line where buoyant objects are trapped by currents moving in opposite directions at the surface and near the interface and the colour front where upwelled light undergoes a distinct spectral shift approximately the steeply descending isopycnals (Bowden, 1983).

Dynamically, fronts are of considerable importance to understand turbulent energy cascade from ocean surface down to billow-turbulence scales of a few meters (Robinson, 1995). Coastal pollutant material transports are directed by turbulent energy flow vertically through water body. As well, productivity of ocean can would have been enhanced due to fronts since they tend to bring nutrient rich water. Scientists reported that fish stocks increased as a result of the combination of warm water and nutrients arising from cross-frontal mixing. Additionally, fronts also have a great deal to insure search and rescue operations, since a drifting stricken small craft will remain in a front, even when exposed to considerable wind, particularly when it is partly filled with water and nearly completely submerged (Simpson and Pingree, 1978; Bowden, 1983; Robinson, 1995). Although, conventional methods for front studies depend on in-situ measurements of sea water temperature and salinity, but they might be costly and time consuming. Isothermal, isohaline contours and water mass diagrams are established procedures for front detection, nevertheless front cannot be visualised in large scale surface ocean (Simpson, 1981; Bowden, 1983).
According to aforementioned, remote sensing techniques are able to image front locations in large-scale ocean. Both thermal and microwave remote sensing techniques are good tools to identify front locations. For instance, satellite infrared imagery can image front locations because of their strong thermal signatures. Likewise, satellite visible bands are also cable to image fronts based on imaging different colors of the two water masses. Besides that, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is also able to identify front as a result of abrupt changes of surface wave pattern across front led to exceeding change cross backscatter of SAR data. In this regard, Johannessen et al. (1996) stated that SAR images can sometimes be used to interpret frontal dynamics, including growth and decay of meanders. Recently, Jiang et al. (2009) exploited various remote sensing data. Satellite images obtained from the advanced very HIGH resolution radiometer (AVHRR), the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS), the sea-viewing wide field-of-view sensor (SeaWiFS) and RADARSAT-1 SAR S1 mode data to study coastal water plume and front which was also captured in S1 mode data.

Consistent with Klemas (2011) remote sensors utilize their dissimilarities in turbidity, color, temperature or salinity from surrounding water environments, to detect and map fronts and plumes. Various remote sensors exploited to study fronts, which involve multispectral and hyperspectral imagers, thermal infrared (TIR) radiometers, microwave radiometers and synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Mounted on satellites and aircraft, these sensors provide the spatial/temporal resolution and coverage needed for tracking plumes and fronts, including their high temporal and spatial variability.

Scientists have used conventional methodical algorithms to comprehend the complexity of various system interactions. In this regard, imaging coastal feature in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) requires standard mathematical algorithms have been reported recently (Zaki, 2007; Messaoudi et al., 2007; Stephen, 2009; Adeyemo and Fred, 2009; Mehmet, 2009; Ugwu, 2009; Akintorinwa and Adesoji, 2009; Boumaza et al., 2009; Anjamrooz, 2011; Anjamrooz et al., 2011; Khadijeh et al., 2011; Guillermo et al., 2011; Murat, 2011; Mustafa, 2011).

In this paper, we address how 3-D front can be reconstructed from single SAR data (namely the RADARSAT-1 SAR) using integration of Volterra kernel (Ingland and Garello, 1990), velocity bunching and Fuzzy B-spline models (Marghany et al., 2010 and Marghany and Mazlan 2010). There are about three hypothesis that examined are: (i) the use of Volterra model to detect front flow pattern in RADARSAT-1 SAR C\textsubscript{HH} band; (ii) the use of velocity bunching model to acquire significant wave height from RADARSAT-1 SAR data; and (iii) to utilize fuzzy B-spline to remodel 3-D of front surface.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Study area**

The study area is situated in the South China Sea between 5°21' N to 5°25' N, East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia (Figure 1). Consistent with Marghany et al. (2009), there are four seasons: the two monsoons and the two transitional inter-monsoon periods. The monsoon winds and tidal effects (Marghany et al., 2010) affect the seas around Malaysia. The winds during the northeast monsoon are normally stronger than the southwest monsoon (Marghany, 2004). The accompanying waves are with a height that exceeds 3 m (Marghany, 1994). The bathymetry near the area has gentle slopes with 40 m water depth (Figure 1). A clear feature of this area is the primary hydrologic communications between the estuary and the South China Sea. As stated by Marghany et al. (2010) this estuary is the largest estuary along the Terengganu coastline.

**Data set and in-situ measurement**

The RADARSAT-1 SAR fine mode data were acquired on March 26, 2004, over the coastline of Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia (103°5’E to 103°9’E and 5°20’N to 5°27’N) (Figure 1). The RADARSAT-1 SAR fine mode data acquire information using C band HH polarized of frequency 5.3 GHz. The swath width of RADARSAT-1 SAR fine mode sensor is 50 km, with the range resolution of 8 to 9 km. There are two numbers of looks for the RADARSAT-1 SAR and the incident angle of 35° to 49° (RADARSAT, 2010).

Ocean wave spectra parameters, such as wavelength, direction and significant wave height are collected using acoustic wave and current (AWAC) wave rider buoy during satellite pass over. AWAC wave rider buoy is deployed 6 h before and satellite passover.

**3-D front model**

There are three algorithms involved for 3-D front reconstruction;
### Velocity bunching model

In this study, two dimensional Fourier transform (2-DFFT) has been applied to a single SAR image frame consisting of 512 × 512 image pixels which were extracted from RADARSAT-1 SAR image. The Gaussian algorithm was applied to remove the noise from the image and smoothen the wave spectra into normal distribution curve. The band used in this processing is C_{HH}-band. Each pixel represents a 12.5 × 12.5 m area for RADARSAT-1SAR image. The entire image frame of RADARSAT-1 SAR image corresponds to a 6.4 × 6.4 km patches on the ocean surface. This frame size provides a sufficient large area to include at least 10 cycles of very long surface waves, up to 640 m in length, which can be included in a single image frame. It is also small enough to show that the ocean can be reasonably assumed homogeneous within a frame (Marghany, 2004; Marghany and Mazlan, 2010).

The velocity bunching modulation transfer function (MTF) is the dominant component of the linear MTF for the ocean waves with an azimuth wave number (\(k_x\)). According to Alpers et al. (1981) and Vachon et al. (1993, 1994, 1995, 1997), the velocity bunching can contribute to linear MTF based on the following equation:

\[
M_v = \frac{R}{V} \theta \left[ \frac{k_x}{k} \sin \theta + i \cos \theta \right] \tag{1}
\]

where \(R/V\) is the scene range to platform velocity ratio, which is 111 s in the case of RADARSAT-1 SAR image data, \(\theta\) is RADARSAT-1 SAR image incidence angle (35 to 49°) and \(\omega\) is the wave spectra frequency which equals to 2πf/K. To estimate the velocity bunching spectra \(S_{vb}(k)\), we modified the algorithm that was introduced by Krogestad and Schyberg (1991). The modification is to multiply the velocity bunching MTF \((M_v)\) by RADARSAT-1SAR image spectra variance of the azimuth shifts. This can be calculated by using the following formula:

\[
S_{vb}(k) = [I_0 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\psi(k_x)^{2n}}{n!} S_{ss}^n \psi(k)^2 e^{-K_x^2 \rho \zeta}][M_v] \tag{2}
\]

where \(S_{ss}\) is the SAR spectra variance of the azimuth shifts due to the surface motion, which was induced by the velocity bunching effect in azimuth direction due to high value of R/V. Furthermore, SAR spectra of ocean wave images have a characteristic of azimuth cutoff and also have an intrinsic azimuth cutoff that in many cases fit very well with actual observation and relates to the cutoff directly to the standard deviation of the azimuth shift, which may be compactly related to fundamental sea state parameters. \(\rho \zeta\) is the variance of the derivative of displacements along the azimuth direction, \(I_0\) is SAR image intensity and “*n” means (n-1)-fold convolution according to Krogsted and Schyberg (1991). Equation 2 was used to draw the velocity bunching spectra energy contours.

Estimation of significant wave height from velocity bunching spectra based on the azimuth cut-off arising from the velocity-bunching model (Equation 2) of the azimuth cutoff could be scaled by the standard deviation of the azimuth shift. Vachon et al. (1993) introduced a relationship between the variance of the derivate of displacement along the azimuth direction \(\rho \zeta\) and the standard deviation of the azimuth shift \(\sigma\) which were estimated from the velocity bunching spectra. This relationship was given as (Vachon et al., 1993):

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\rho \zeta \zeta} \tag{3}
\]

The relation between standard deviation of the azimuth shift \(\sigma\) and significant wave height \(H_s\) can be given as (Vachon et al., 1994):

\[
\sigma = \left[ \frac{R}{V} \right] (1 - \sin^2(\theta))^{0.5} \left( \frac{k_x g}{8} \right)^{0.5} H_s \tag{4}
\]

where \(k_x\) is the azimuth wave number, \(\theta\) is RADARSAT-1SAR image incident angle, \(R/V\) is the scene range to platform velocity ratio and \(g\) is the acceleration due to the gravity. Note that the mean wave period \(T_s\) is equal to \(2\pi \left( \langle k_x \rangle \right) g^{-0.5}\). Using Equations 6 and 4, the significant wave height \(H_s\) can be obtained.
\[ H_s = 0.6(\rho_{\text{radar}})^{0.5} \left[ 1 + \theta^2 / 4 \right] R / V T_0 \]

where \( \theta \) is the RADARSAT-1 SAR incidence angle and Equation 5 was used to estimate the significant wave height which was based on the standard deviation of the azimuth shift \( \sigma \).

**Volterra model**

In reference to Inglend and Garello (1999), Volterra series can be used to model nonlinear imaging mechanisms of surface current gradients by RADARSAT-1 SAR image. As a result of the fact that Volterra linear kernel contained most of the RADARSAT-1 SAR energy which is use to simulate current flow along range direction. Following Inglend and Garello (1999), Volterra kernel filter has the following expression:

\[
H_{yx}(v_x,v_y) = k_r U \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} + 0.043 \left( u_x K \right)^2 \sin^2 \varphi \right] \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \right] (v_x,v_y) \quad (6)
\]

\[
\hat{c}_y (KU) + j \left[ 0.043 \left( u_x K \right)^2 \sin^2 \varphi \right] + j \left( 0.6\times 10^{-2} \right) K^2 \frac{R}{V} u_x \]

where \( U \) is the mean current velocity, \( u_x \) is the current flow, while \( \hat{u}_x \) is the current gradient along azimuth direction, respectively. \( k_r \) is the wave number along range direction, \( K \) is the spectra wave number, \( \omega_h \) is the angular wave frequency, \( \hat{c}_y \) is the wave velocity group, \( \psi \) is the wave spectra energy and \( R / V \) is the range to platform velocity ratio.

In reference to Inglend and Garello (1999), the inverse filter \( G(v_x,v_y) \) is use since \( H_{yx}(v_x,v_y) \) has a zero for \((v_x,v_y)\) which indicates that the mean current velocity should have a constant offset (Majid and Gondal, 2011). The inverse filter \( G(v_x,v_y) \) can be given as:

\[
G(v_x,v_y) = \begin{cases} 
[H_{yx}(v_x,v_y)]^{-1} & \text{if } (v_x,v_y) \neq 0, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \quad (7)
\]

Using Equation 6 into 7, range current velocity \( U_y(0,y) \) can be estimated by:

\[
U_y(0,y) = I_{\text{RADARSAT-1SAR}} \ast G(v_x,v_y) \quad (8)
\]

where \( I_{\text{RADARSAT-1SAR}} \) is the frequency domain of Radarsat-1 SAR image acquired by applying 2-D Fourier transform on RADARSAT-1 SAR image.

**The fuzzy B-splines method**

Fuzzy B-spline concept adopted from Anile et al. (1995) and Anile (1997) which shows excellent 3-D reconstruction stated by Marghany et al. (2010) and Marghany and Mazlan (2011). Considering significant wave height modeled by using velocity bunching and radar backscatter cross section across front, fuzzy numbers are created. In doing so, two basic notions of confidence interval and presumption level were considered (Hassassi and Saneifard, 2011). A confidence interval is a real values interval which provides the sharpest enclosing range for significant wave height values. An assumption level \( \mu \)-level is an estimated truth value in the \([0, 1]\) interval of significant wave height changes (Anile, 1997). The 0 value suits to minimum knowledge of significant wave heights and 1 to the maximum of significant wave height. A fuzzy number is then prearranged in the confidence interval set, each one related to an assumption level \( \mu \) \([0, 1]\). Additionally, the following must hold for each pair of confidence interval which define a number, \( \mu > \mu' \Rightarrow h > h' \). Let us consider a function \( f : h \rightarrow h \), of \( N \) fuzzy variables \( h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_n \), where \( h_i \) is the global minimum and maximum values of significant wave heights. The construction begins with the same preprocessing to compress the measured significant wave height values into a uniformly spaced grid of cells. Then, a membership function is defined for each pixel which incorporates the degrees of certainty of radar cross backscatter.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 3 shows the F1 mode data which was acquired along the coastal water of Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia on the 26 of March, 2004. Figure 3 shows the signature of current boundary which can turn up as a result of brightness front curved line. Furthermore, it is clear that the front occurred close to estuary, which is a clear indication of tidal front events. In fact, the interaction of flood tidal current flow from estuary with topography can form a tidal front (Bowden, 1983).

The RADARSAT-1 backscatter cross-section across front has a maximum value of -21.25 dB. The maximum backscatter value of 0.33 dB is found across the brightness front line. Moreover, the variation of radar backscatter cross-section is due to the current boundary gradient. According to Vogelzang et al. (1997), ocean current boundaries are often accompanied by the changes in the surface roughness that can be detected by SAR. These surface roughness changes are due to the interaction of surface waves directly with surface current gradients. These interactions can cause an increase in the surface roughness and radar backscatter (Shuchman and Lyzenga, 1985).

Figure 4 shows 3-D front reconstruction with significant wave heights and current variations cross front. Figure 4 shows that significant wave variation cross front with maximum significant wave height of 1.2 m and gradient current of 0.9 m/s. March represents the northeast monsoon period as coastal water currents in the South China Sea tend to move from the north direction (Marghany et al., 2010). Nevertheless, Figure 4 shows a meander current with southward direction. In fact, this current is created because of the water inflow from Kuala Terengganu Mouth River. Furthermore, Marghany (1994) and Marghany and Mazlan (2010) quoted that strong tidal
current is a dominant feature in the South China Sea with maximum velocity of 1.5 m/s. Clearly, 3-D front coincides with water depth between 10 and 20 m (Figure 5). This indicates shallow water, where the strong tidal stream (Figure 4) causes vertical mixing. Marghany (1994) found that the thermocline and halocline layers occurred in water depth of 20 m. This means that the front occurred between well mixed and stratified water column.

The visualization of 3-D front is sharp with the RADARSAT-1 SAR C_{HH} band, because each operation on a fuzzy number becomes a sequence of corresponding operations on the respective $\mu$ and $\mu'$ levels, and the multiple occurrences of the same fuzzy parameters were evaluated as a result of the function on fuzzy variables (Anile, 1997). Typically, in computer graphics, two objective quality definitions for fuzzy B-splines were used: triangle-based criteria and edge-based criteria. Triangle-based criteria follow the rule of maximization or minimization, respectively, the angles of each triangle. The so-called max-min angle criterion prefers short triangles with obtuse angles. In addition, the fuzzy B-spline depicts optimize locally triangulation between two different points (Anile et al., 1995). This corresponds to the feature of deterministic strategies of finding only sub-optimal solutions which usually overcomes uncertainties. In this context, the spatial cluster of gradient flow at each triangulation points can be simulated (Figure 4). Consequently, triangle-based criteria follow the rule of maximization or minimization, respectively, of the angles of each triangle (Fuchs et al., 1997) which prefers short triangles with obtuse angles. Furthermore, edge-based criteria prefer edges that are closely related. This study confirms the previous studies.
of Anile et al. (1995), Fuchs et al. (1997) and Marghany et al. (2010). Indeed, these studies have agreed that fuzzy B-spline algorithm is an accurate tool for 3-D surface reconstruction from 2-D data (Marghany and Mazlan, 2011).

**Conclusion**

This work has demonstrated procedure to reconstruct 3-D coastal front in RADARSAT-1 SAR F1 mode data. Three algorithms of velocity bunching, Volterra and fuzzy B-spline are used to reconstruct 3-D coastal front. The velocity bunching algorithm modeled significant wave height, Volterra algorithm simulated coastal current movement while fuzzy B-spline implemented the significant wave height to reconstruct 3-D coastal front. The study shows that the significant wave height varied between 0.7 and 1.3 m across the front. The front is dominated by strong tidal current that ranged between 0.9 and 1.5 m/s. This front occurred in water depth of 20 m. Additionally, fuzzy B-spline reconstructed 3-D front with smooth graphic feature. Indeed, fuzzy B-spline tracked the smooth and rough surface. Finally, fuzzy B-spline algorithm can keep track of uncertainty together with representing spatially clustered gradient of flow points across the front. In conclusion, fuzzy B-spline algorithm can be used for 3-D front reconstruction with integration of velocity bunching and Volterra algorithm.
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